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GeoPhone Plus
Reverse Lookup Services
GeoPhone Plus, our reverse phone look up service, is
constantly updated to provide detailed contact record data,
line type and porting information for over 600 million US &
Canadian landline, VOIP and mobile phone numbers. With a
database of over 382 million residential phone numbers and
210 million business listings, you are receiving the most
accurate and up-to-date data available.
This real-time service returns contact and carrier information
based on the phone number provided. Caller information
includes name, mailing address, address geocoordinates,
phone type, line type and date ported.
With an additional 244M wireless phone numbers, GeoPhone
Plus is the most comprehensive reverse phone lookup service
available.
For those who work primarily with landline phone numbers,
GeoPhone a cost-effective solution that excludes wireless
phone numbers.

Features
and Benefits
Comprehensive Caller Identity
Our GeoPhone services make certain your
business has complete contact records and
support for your compliance efforts. With daily
updates from over 4,000 telephone carriers,
including top networks in US and Canada,
ensuring that you have the most accurate and
up-to-date phone data.
Beyond the Caller – Advanced Phone Intel
Your business needs critical details to help you
stay in touch with your customers, identify
high-risk phone numbers and ensure compliance
with telephone regulations.
GeoPhone Plus provides line type, phone type,
geocoordinates for the caller’s address, SMS/MMS
details and porting information.

How It Works
Returns Validated Address Data
Address data is validated via Service
Objects’ Address Validation and
returned as parsed component
data, ready to use in contact
databases.

SERVICE OBJECTS
VALIDATION ENGINE

Phone Number In

Our GeoPhone services identify residential,
business and government phone numbers,
providing details on the associated name and
address for each number.

Provides Geocoding Data
Returns geocoding data as latitude
and longitude coordinates for
returned address to use with
mapping and CRM applications.
Returns Line Type and Carrier Data
Returns carrier type, SMS/MMS
gateway addresses and porting date
and carrier information to facilitate
compliance efforts.
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Identifies Business, Residential & Government
GeoPhone Plus identifies residential, business and
government phone numbers, providing details on
the associated name and address for each
number, helping streamline your decision-making
process and improves your contact rates.
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